30-Day Challenge

A Lockdown Art Share Project

How it all began...

Art Alert is a proactive group of professional and amateur artists who are committed to
bringing high profile artwork and creative activities to the Nuneaton and Bedworth area.
At the start of the Coronavirus lockdown many members felt that they were missing the
social side of Art Alert. Two members offered to lead a daily art challenge during the 30
days of April 2020.

The challenge was open to Art Alert members and friends. Everyone who expressed an
interest received a daily inspirational prompt via e-mail sent out by Viv McKee, that they
interpreted however they wished. Members then created a piece of artwork and posted
a photo of it on a shared group on WhatsApp.
The images created for each day were then collated into daily slideshows which were
posted on facebook and on the Art Alert website (www.artalertnuneaton.co.uk).

This booklet is a celebration of some of the work produced and hopefully will be an
inspiration to others.

Daily prompts

These were sent out to accompany the written prompts.

(i)

(ii)

The Sketchbook Challenge starts...
Pam Hyams started us off with a video
demonstrating how to make a sketchbook
from scratch using different materials.
(i) Raw materials
(ii) Half-way through
(iii) The finished sketchbook

(ii)

(iii)

‘We're off on our 30 day challenge! Have fun, do as many of the
prompts as you like - no pressure’

Day 1 I Do Like To Be Beside The Seaside Sunshine, waves, cliffs, ice cream,
sand in the sandwiches, candy floss.

Mel Beech ‘Tayasui
Sketches App. Plastic
bottle from clip art’

‘Some fantastic and interesting work. Enjoyable watching different pictures
popping up’

Day 2 In The Garden The weeds in the lawn (though
less likely this year than at any time) a famous
garden you love, your greenhouse lit up at night,
flowers in bloom, birds collecting for nests; and for
inspiration - Hockney.

Day 3 Birds Of a feather? Crows, robins, nesting time in spring. That seagull that pinched
your chips? And who better than Van Gogh?

‘Some beautiful birds here! It’s been lovely to get in from work
and see them all’🙂

Day 4 The Pantry Toilet rolls if you have any (and it depends where you keep them) or
carrots which are even harder to find! Baking equipment. The old fashioned larder or the
new larder fridge. Have fun with digital or be clear with watercolour.

‘Painted on a discarded cardboard box which
had some food in originally’

‘Aw, my nan had a marble
thrall on her walk-in
pantry and a meat safe
cupboard. I love a
pantry’

Day 5 Favourite Decade The decade you were born in? Which clothes do you like? Music?
When life was simple and good? You can’t beat modern technology? You’ve never had it so good?

‘Oh I do love the graphics and colours you
have used’
Anne Becker ‘Me and lovely Auntie
Betty, Scarborough seafront
1950’s’

Alice Badger ‘80’s album covers’

Pam Hyams ‘Me in 50's. At primary
school prob 1957’

Sarah Ison ‘1940's/50's/60's... mid-century, so more of an era’

‘Wow! On a paper plate! Love it!’

Day 6 Black and White Or read all over? The cracker joke that came up every Christmas when I
was a child. A touch of Bridget Riley? Make your own black? Felt pen. A Van Gogh sketch?
Or back to pantry drawings?

‘Great sketches Tony. Love the
movement in the horse and
rider’

Day 7 Things That Go Bump in the Night Those books that
slipped, the cats outside, Lon Chaney, all the places that work
24/7, the space station. Who knows what that noise was?

‘That’s scary. Bit like the Gormley exhibition at the Haywood - in times when
we travelled'

’Aw, I've been to the beach where South Pacific was filmed, truly beautiful x’

Day 8 A film I like We go to the movies with a film that I like. Mary Poppins? Casablanca?
Beauty and the Beast? Mamma Mia? You can see I have class!

‘That’s brilliant Pam! Weirdly the
keyboard looks like cinema seats
and your sketchbook like the big
screen. Can anyone else see that?’

‘Doesn’t matter what people do. One or more, the ones they fancy etc. It’s
the doing of something you like doing that is the point of this’

Day 9 In the style of Your chance to paint/ draw/ whatever in the style of an artist you like. I have
been surprised to learn how many famous artists learned by mimicking the approach of others:
Van Gogh, Raphael and Picasso to name a few. This is your chance to have a go, though I do
think Malevich’s black square could be cheating.

‘Nice colours!’ Can you guess the artists?’

‘Loving the hot cross bun paintings. I used to get really excited because we
really did only get them on Good Friday. Now you can have them all year, it’s
taken the specialness away!’

Day 10 Something Good About Friday The choice is yours: remembrance of that last afternoon lesson at school, the weekend feeling, the sunshine today, a special weekend, hot cross
buns.

‘By the sea? Ahhhh! With the seagulls wheeling overhead, waves softly lapping
the shore, sun shining, the smell of the sea and your fish and chips... ’

Day 11 Baking Day A reprise on hot cross buns, or something sweeter like Simnel cake. Broken
wooden spoons from banging on pans of a Thursday night. KitchenAid. Or memories of things
past like when I was a child and baking day was always Wednesday: egg and bacon pie, corned
beef and potato pie, apple pie and maids of honour.

Ann Jenkins ‘The three-tier cake I did
for my son’s wedding. Chocolate,Victoria
sponge and ginger cake. Covered in fresh
white hydrangeas’

Mel Beech ‘I’m inspired today by my first successful bake in aeons
(carrot cupcakes and Pam’s folded sketchbook)’

Anne Taylor ‘My go-to cake - lemon drizzle’

Day 12 Eggsetera Ok, when we thought of this we didn’t realise that it might be hard to get
Easter eggs. My older grandchildren are quite put out ‘cos theirs haven’t arrived and a simnel
cake is not the same. So, whatever spells easter: special holidays, childhood memories of the
same, or even decorate a hard boiled egg. My great aunt Min once made me one with a hat and
earrings. This was the height of sophistication and much better than boiling them in onion skins
and then ending up with a hard boiled egg with that strange purple layer inside.

‘Very fancy Pysanky (Ukrainian wooden Easter eggs)’

Anne Taylor ‘Semana Santa in Soller Majorca - and yes, it did snow’

Ann Jenkins ‘My Easter
arrangement’

Jacqui Hall ‘My baby great grandson Riley the newest edition to the family
last year’

Day 13 Family Often a challenge in one way or another. Close or distant, or the family of close
important friends. Old sepia photos, childhood memories, how you like to spend time with
family, a history you belong to.

Pam Hyams ‘My family group’

Jacqui Hall ‘Uno is a great game only
learnt about it last year when my grandson asked me to play’

Mel Beech ‘On-line Zoom chat with my
sisters’

‘Love the different Spring colours. Everyone is enjoying a walk in the
bluebell wood, blossom and those catkins’

Day 14 Spring The rites of Primavera, boxing hares or bluebells in the woods.
Perhaps it’s time for a spring clean or a bounce in your step?

'It's my very favourite season, even this year I'm trying to appreciate
the wonders of nature if only from the comfort and safety of the garden
x stay safe all’

‘April lambs on my bike ride’

Brian Dickinson ‘Just given our elephant her
Spring trim!’ (iPad using Pencil and Adobe Fresco)

Anne Becker ‘Estepona, Andalucia’

‘Love your camper van, Pam’

Day 15 A Special Place This is a hard one for me. Is it my favourite bridge from North Queensferry,
that I’ve painted again and again? Is it Old Hartlepool, where I came from? Kate Adie knows there
are two Hartlepools even if the rest of the world has forgotten. Or is it Porthmeor beach in St. Ives?

Corinne Davies ‘The beach - in my head anyway! in felt’

‘The veteran oak down Far Coton Lane. Just coming into leaf.
It’s about 300 years old’

Day 16 Primary Colours That book by Anon. The Early Learning Centre tape that
I used to play in the car to my youngest, with the words grooved into my brain: roses,
seas, daffodils.

Ann Miller ‘Cow Bull’

Viv McKee ‘Three crayons - the naff
ones from the Works, said she blaming
her tools’

Barbara Hill ‘My primary crab’

‘Love this Brian - we’ve all been there!’

Day 17 Children This is a real challenge because, like many of you, I haven’t seen
any for a while. Social media does not replace a cuddle. Anyway, your own
children; what you remember from childhood, sepia pictures of parents and
grandparents; what children do - Joyce Grenfell and Sydney, the cauliflower.

Anne Taylor ‘Dune jumping on Holcombe beach’

‘Rosie’

Viv McKee ‘Aunt Molly on the stoop’

Day 18 Time Looking for inspiration here! Rainy day and time on your hands. The film, “About
Time” with Bill Nighy, my favourite. I saw him once in the Courtauld Gallery. He is a big fan of
Soutine. I managed to behave properly. just! Dali’s dripping clocks or Alice’s struggles with the
white rabbit. “Hugo” or the art film with time and film clips as the clocks ticked on.

Joanne Lole ‘Time flies- Frida Kahlo!’

Day 19 Collage Time to get sticking. Glue pots at the ready. The term was
coined by Braque and Picasso from the French, cooler to stick. So Matisse, or
the more extravagant Rauschenberg, or one of my modern favourites, Mark
Hearld. Make your own papers, cut up photos, snip from magazines.

Brian Dickinson ‘No mags in the house,
we’ve gone e-everything so I have made a
collage out of my glass offcuts’

Mel Beech ‘Genetic modification’

Mel Beech ‘Fantasy; noun - A pleasant situation that you
enjoy thinking about but that is unlikely to happen’

Day 20 Fantasy 1950’s Eagle comic, Dan Dare talking to people on a small portable screen.
Today we live in that fantasy. Or while I was looking for local plant sources, I came across a
guy who writes fictional comment on local villages. I took a while to work out that this was
fantasy. Apparently Barton in the Beans is famous for cat herding! Or Darkover, my favourite
science fiction, or a touch of Disney.

Pam Hyams ‘the clue is in the number of
squares’

Viv McKee ‘Herding cats in Barton in
the beans - a true tradition’

‘The tree of life - the figures just
appeared’

Tony Cole ‘The plumber only rings
once’

Jacqui Hall ‘The back of Ted’s head
while he did his texting. He has
always had very short hair and while
in lockdown he sent for some hair
clippers so I had a go and trimmed his
hair’

Viv McKee ‘TV time!’

Day 21 Something In Front Of You The telly. Your feet. Your favourite cat or dog. A lovely cup of
tea. The chocolate egg that’s left over. Your art materials. Or, as I write this, my iPad and the
window.

Ann Miller ‘My other half’s legs relaxing after a long stint at the
allotment’

Anne Taylor ‘Scrubs away!’

Mel Beech ‘I wanted to have a go at the
layers but it was making my head hurt!’

Viv McKee ‘Mud on my walk’

Day 22 Patterns Knitting and sewing? Types of behaviour? Taking a line for a walk?
The blocky shapes I had to make in tapestry in primary school. I was never very advanced
when it came to needle and thread. Annie Albers? Bridget Riley? Yayosi Kusamas? Or simply
have a play with colour and shape.

Tony Cole ‘It was a printed circuit
board’

‘That's superb. I was at Hereford when
they blessed the SAS window at the
cathedral, that was all blue also, it
was amazing. If you haven't seen it,
check it out’

Ted Parsons ‘Swirly!’

Ann Jenkins ‘Messy Lego’

Barbara Hill ‘Printing on tissue paper
using leaves, stalks and celery slices’

Day 23 Printing With Unusual Objects Morning everyone. It will feel very strange when I
wake up and have a quiet cup of tea with my book. I’ve quite a morning routine going here.
Anyway, today’s challenge is to try something completely different (or not depending on what
your favourite approach to art is).

‘Ted you are funny! What were you printing with?
... your hair!?’

Jacqui Hall ‘Trying out with different objects and
materials. Pure experimentation’

‘Printing with dried poppy seed heads’

Tony Cole ‘Me, queueing outside Wilko’

‘Beautiful image, love the shadows
under trees’

Day 24 Drawing From a Shadow From silhouette drawings of bygone times to the
interwoven shapes of trees, what ideas do shadows create for us? A bold figure?
A wild monster or patterns thrown by a Naum Gabo sculpture?

Viv McKee ‘Bits of pergola where I have
a metal woman peeping through’

Becca Pullen ‘Portrait of an artist’

Day 25 Who Am I? The way I feel, this subject should be “ and what day is this”, since they seem
to have lost lo meaning. However, who are you these days? What have you learned about yourself?
What do you look like with uncut hair? (or in some cases, like mine, the fashionable chopped look).
What is at the top of your mind for this Thursday? A portrait? Your favourite objects? The people
who matter to you? Your feelings? Your choice.

‘Loving the lockdown
locks look!’

‘Fantastic, reminds me of Grayson Perry’
‘There are lots of little hidden messages in there’
Mel Beech ‘Notice my deaf ear???’

Joanne Lole ‘Heidi coloured my childhood. l still wish l could live in
the Alps; fresh air, blue skies, simple living...’

Day 26 A Favourite Book If you’re a reader, it will be difficult to choose. Is it “Mary Mouse and
the Dolls House”, the book I learned to read first, non-PC though it is these days. Or “Anne of
Green Gables”; I have a grandchild named after one of its characters. Or “Primary Colours”,
about corruption in politics, mild it seems now after what goes on these days. In one way it’s
a shame as it’s a sunny day and my garden is calling; cos I could just spend the day working
out the answer to this question. One thing for certain, it will be interesting to see what everyone
chooses.

Mel Beech ‘The testament of Gideon Mack - Julian Opie style’

‘2002 Pam??’. ‘Pahahaha - Seem to have
lost more than the last few weeks!’. ’It
was a 2017 map book. Tried to be clever
and do 2020’. ’Probably less traffic on
the roads!’

Day 27 Drinks The radio 2 favourite, “Do you like pina coladas?” The morning cup of
coffee or a cup of tea with friends, online these days of course. A sunny evening in the
garden? Champagne to celebrate or a touch of Hopper?

‘I don’t really drink but I
thought it apt’

Jacqui Hall ‘A great big mug of tea in the
morning and a glass of Bailey’s at the end
of the day’

‘Gaudi coffee cup and saucer’

Anne Becker ‘All dressed up and
nowhere to go’

Day 28 Mixed Media Now this is serendipity, I have just been looking at Facebook and came
across a post with glue, salt, and watercolour, which set me thinking that I’d use this method for
my late entry for yesterday, a margarita: a drink I’d tried in Sandiago after visiting Bloomingdales.
You need to have watched “Friends” to have a clue what I’m on about! Enough. So mix it up: fabric,
glue, touch of collage, glass, metal, wide, pebbles, shells. The choice of subject is yours.

Viv McKee ‘Glue, salt and
watercolour’

Anne Taylor ‘The potter pottered’

Ann Miller ‘Inspired by my daily walks’

‘Has he been kissing the girls and
making them cry?’. ’Poor Georgie Porgie’

Day 29 Nursery Rhyme One of the good old fashioned ones, or one of the
modern eco-friendly variety? We have sung these so often they are etched into
our brains; in my case at a time of life when I am more likely to remember “Mary
Mary” than where I left my cup of tea.

Joanne Lole ‘Using glass as a canvas, St.
Peter’s Church Heidelberg. Thank you Viv
and Pam for reminding me through today’s
prompt why I chose to work with glass’

Day 30 View From the Window It’s the last day of April. We’ve made it. The weather has picked
up so a bit of fresh air is called for. Today’s theme is... but first I want to thank everyone for taking
part. It’s been lovely to have so much interest and involvement. Of an evening, I have really enjoyed seeing the work coming through on WhatsApp and reading the comments. Hopefully there
will be a time when we can see each other’s work in reality. Back to the theme, then - through
the window. I guess this is familiar to all of us these days. Some artists, more famous than we
are, also enjoyed window paintings: Bonnard, Hopper and Cy Twombly to name a few.

Ted Parsons produced a daily diary ‘The Hunker Bunker Times’ Here are some examples...

Thanks to all artists who contributed...

Alice Badger, Anne Becker, Mel Beech, Tony Cole, Corinne Davies, Brian Dickinson, Jacqui Hall, Angie Hart, Barbara Hill, Pam Hyams, Sarah Ison, Ann Jenkins,
Joanne Lole, Eleanor Mayne, Viv McKee, Ann Miller, Lisa Palmer, Ted Parsons,
Becca Pullen, Sadie Read, Nadine Shaw, Anne Taylor, Stacey Tomkinson.
Thank you so much Pam and Viv. Brilliant job, looking forward to seeing all
the work on display!

I only submitted a few pieces as a real novice/non-artist but so, have
enjoyed seeing your work every day, the variety, the humour and I'm in awe of
the talent Also the banter and companionship in these isolating times. Thank
you to organisers and artists alike

I look forward to meeting those I don’t know and seeing the works displayed
en masse xx stay safe xx
It's been a pleasure.

Really enjoyed this despite still working albeit at home so part working part
housework part art. Been really inspiring seeing everyone’s work too all
brilliant:)

Thank you. You are all very talented. I only completed a few challenges and
enjoyed them, but viewing all your talent was equally enjoyable.

Thanks everyone. It's really helped make the lockdown a positive and
enjoyable period.

Very much appreciated Pam and Viv for what you have done in getting this
challenge up and running and so many took part the various aspects of which
this challenge developed along the way was amazing giving much insight to all
who followed day by day a big clap to one and all well done we finally made
it together.

I completely echo everyone's sentiments. Thank you Viv and Pam. I have really
enjoyed it , not least seeing everyone's amazing work. Cheers! Looking
forward to celebrating properly.

I think everyone's work is so inspiring. I've really enjoyed seeing the
variety of styles and ideas and enjoyed seeing the chit chat that goes on.

Thank you so much for the inspiration back to art I intend to carry on a full
sketchbook is the aim My health is a little better. My special thanks Pam.

It’s been lovely to be immersed in creativity for almost the whole of April
now. It’s been something to look forward to each day, seeing everyone’s take
on the cues and all the vibrant and inspiring work produced and, for me
personally, just taking that little bit of time each day to get totally
immersed in my sketch book. It’s been quite a journey!

The 30-day challenge has been inspirational - well done everyone - I’m going
to pop open a bottle of fizz now and say ”cheers m’dears!” Stay well and keep
being creative.

Thanks to Pam and Viv for the inspiration and organisation of this challenge.
Thanks to Pete Becker for booklet layout supported by Art Alert committee.
The success of this project has been possible with funding from
Warwickshire County Council through Councillor Andy Sargeant.

To see all our art work created for this Art Alert Lockdown Art Share project
visit; www.artalertnuneaton.co.uk.
May you too be inspired by our art share project prompts...

Baking, Birds, Black & White, Book, Children, Collage, Colours, Decade, Eggs,
Family, Film, Friday, Front, Garden, Media, Night, Pantry, Patterns, Printing,
Rhyme, Seaside, Shadow, Special, Spring, Style, Time, Who Am I?,
Through the Window.

c/o The Newtown Centre
Newtown Road
Nuneaton
CV11 4HG

e-mail: info@artalertnuneaton.com
facebook: Art Alert Nuneaton
www.artalertnuneaton.co.uk

